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Make a dream come true, is how Isabella Caposano

describes her creations. Telling the stories of the SEP

artists through hand-embroidery is what SEP does. The

result: a prêt-à-couture capsule which is sure to generate

strong emotions with its aesthetic and ethical statement.

prêt-à-couture



Celebrating strong women in the boardroom and beyond, Isabella Caposano

and SEP launch an exclusive capsule of pret-a-couture tailored dresses,

coats and suits. Perfect tailoring, timeless fabric colours are coupled with a

dash of red, pink and blue embroidery, which can be customised.  

“CORPORATE-CHIC” IS BACK:



Perfect tailoring, timeless fabric colours are coupled

with a dash of red, pink and blue embroidery, which can

be customised.  

FIVE CREATIONS, FIVE DISTINCT STYLES: 

AMINE                    

MARIE                   

LUCIE                  



SABINE                  

MARISE Caban.      

MARISE Pantalon  

Celebrating strong women in the boardroom and

beyond, Isabella Caposano and SEP launch an

exclusive capsule of pret-a-couture tailored dresses,

coats and suits. 

SABINE                  



 2,135€ 3,294€3,111€2,257€2,318€

1,293€

PRICE LIST

MARISE Caban.      

MARISE Pantalon  

LUCIE       SABINE AMINE MARIE 



SEP is a social enterprise B Corporation that aims to lift

thousands of female refugees above the poverty line

through training and employment. Founded in 2013 by  

Roberta Ventura, a former investment banker turned social

entrepreneur, who now manages it with her husband

Stefano D'Ambrosio, SEP has offices in Geneva, Amman and

the Jerash refugee camp and boutiques in Milan, Berlin,

Amman and Geneva. SEP is a luxury lifestyle brand: a fusion

of Italian style with the best of Middle Eastern

craftsmanship. Today over 500 female artists work with SEP

in Jerash camp, Jordan.

www.septhebrand.com

https://septhebrand.it/


The Isabella Caposano brand was born in 2015 with

headquarters in Pescara, in the heart of the city of

D'Annunzio. In the Atelier, which bears the name of its

founder, everything is hand-made to create one-of-a-kind

dresses. The creations that bear the name of Isabella

Caposano are handcrafted by a staff of tailors,

embroiderers, lace makers and a fashion designer who

translate the essence of Mrs. Isabella's visions into a sketch

and then the dress of your dreams.

“Every woman deserves to wear a dream."

www.isabellacaposano.it

https://www.isabellacaposano.it/


@septhebrand
www.septhebrand.com

Order your pret-a-couture dress:
info@sepjordan.com


